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DAYTON, Ohio, November 13, 1974 --- Three Men On A Horse, one of the most
cock-eyed comedies to emerge from the '30's, will light up the Kennedy Union
Boll Theatre with zaniness and laughter when the University of Dayton theatre
presents its second production of the season on November 21, 22, and 23 at
8 P.M.
The comedy by John Cecil Holm and George Abbott is a fast-paced farce
of "ridiculous attempt of ridiculous characters to get out of ridiculous
situations," as director Dr. Charles Schultz describes. "It's sheer
entertainment, and that's what we need today."
Providing sheer entertainment is the philosophy of George Abbott, says
Schultz. "He was truely one of the old masters of Broadway--producer,
director, playwright (Pajama Game, Damn Yankees). So this play is especially
adapt at making people laugh." It was a Broadway show-stopper when first
released in 1935.
The plot follows the misadventures of Erwin, mild-mannered greeting card
writer, who discovers he has an unerring knack to pick out winning horses.
Fed up with his job and nagging wife and brother-in-law, he goes to a bar and
falls prey to three professional gamblers, who are bent on profiting from
his talent.
The three mugs kidnap Erwin, and through various means--including the
gang leader"s girlfriend Mabel, a "slightly mildewed ex-follies girl"-Erwin is induced to pick the horses. In the end of course, after a series
of zany scenes and escapades, our hero discovers where his t'eal desires are,
and returns to wife and Hollycheer Greeting Company, all the more manly for
his adventures.
According to Schultz, everything in the play is geared for laughs. "The
play does everything but throw pies to get the farce across." Cast and
director have worked especially on the timing, a key element in good comedy.
The characters, stereotypes from the '30's, are also important to the comedy.
"The cast is having fun creating them," says Schultz.
The play is not being updated, but will be presented as a IIperiod piece,"
with dialogue and unique terms of the '30's intact. Music from the period
will be incorporated into the play.
Technically, the show is a challenge, demanding three realistic sets
and presenting sound, properties and costume problems. But the cast and
director are thoroughly enjoying it and guarantee the audience will, too.
Coming from the depression era, the play provided the therapeutic
laughter "to get people back on their feet," as Schultz explains. "We need
a sense of humor today. We need to laugh more."
Sound good?

Call the U.D. Information Center, 229-3244, for tickets,
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